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General Notes  
This upgrade includes enhancements and fixes that have been tested by SCLS staff and staff at some 

libraries. To the best of everyone’s assessment, the fixes are working well and any bugs identified during 

testing have been fixed. However, as we learned with past upgrades and patches, we may experience 

unexpected results following the upgrade. We may also discover new problems. We will use the Known 

Problems page to document any post upgrade problems. After the upgrade, please clear your 

browser’s cache before using Bibliovation. 

Circulation 
Sorters not processing some holds correctly.  Sorter libraries have reported that after the 7.0 upgrade, 

problems were noted with two types of holds being checked in on sorters. 

 The first problem involved items with copy specific holds (where only that particular item will fill 

the hold). When an item with a copy specific hold was returned on the sorter, it was sorted for 

shelving instead of going to the exceptions bin so it could fill the hold. This problem has been 

fixed, so items with copy-specific holds will correctly go to the exceptions bin. 

 The second problem was when patrons, who had an item on the hold shelf and decided they 

didn’t want it any longer, "returned" that item into the sorter feed. These items should have 

been sorted to the exceptions bin but were being sent into bins for shelving. This problem has 

been fixed, so these items will go to the exceptions bin. 

 (SCLS Help Desk tickets 28031, 28049, and 29459) 

The fix for these problems has been back-ported into the 7.0 Production database. Libraries who have 

sorters will need to test these situations/problems after the upgrade. 
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